P&G will host a number of unique student programs at our global headquarters in Cincinnati, OH. These workshops are designed to give top students a variety of opportunities such as:

- Learning about various careers and functions at P&G
- Providing an early opportunity to interview for intern positions

Additionally, all expenses are paid.

**Learn more about P&G's student programs:**

**Consumer & Market Knowledge** - For students with a curiosity for understanding consumer behavior.

- Consumer & Market Knowledge Consumer Strategy Workshop - For 2017 graduates with diverse degrees in engineering, business, liberal arts psychology and marketing.

[Apply Now]

**Finance & Accounting** - For students interested in experiencing the life of a P&G Finance, Accounting, and Tax manager.

- Finance & Accounting Freshman Leadership Forum - For 2018 graduates with majors in accounting, finance, economics, business, commerce or taxation.

[Apply Now]

**Information & Decision Solutions** - For 2017-2018 graduates working toward a degree in business, information systems, operations, research, math/statistics or engineering that have a passion for technology.

[Apply Now]

**Marketing/Brand Management** - For incoming MBA students to experience a week in the life of a P&G Marketer.
Research & Development - For students graduating in 2017 or 2018 who are interested in learning more about the cutting-edge science and technology behind each of our brands.

PhD, Focusing on Industrial Recruitment of Scientific Talent (FIRST) - PhD in the spring of 2016 or earlier. Doctoral and postdoctoral scientists from the STEM disciplines who want to learn more about industrial research careers.

Human Resources - For students graduating in 2017 pursuing majors including business administration, human resources, or industrial relations.

APPLY NOW by selecting the student program of your choice and experience firsthand what it's like to work at P&G. Offers are made on a rolling basis so don't delay.

Procter & Gamble is an Equal Opportunity Employer. No immigration sponsorship is available for this position. Procter & Gamble does not sponsor candidates for permanent residency except in some areas that in Procter & Gamble's sole discretion require highly specialized backgrounds.

1 Procter and Gamble Plaza, Cincinnati, OH 45202.

For assistance with disabilities, call 936-261-3585